
WHAT IS HEAL PA?
HEAL PA is an army of over 100 volunteers from a wide variety of fields,
geographies, ethnicities and life experiences, including several former
think tank members and multiple trauma survivors, that has been
assembled to serve on 14 action teams focused on implementation of the
Trauma-Informed PA plan.  Branded as HEAL PA, this mix of state
agency representatives and community stakeholders from all across the
commonwealth is responsible for prioritizing the recommendations,
setting short and long term goals, and assigning accountabilities to
make the plan recommendations a reality.  Action teams are expected to
push the envelope to ensure PA not only keeps up with the lastest science
and trends in trauma and ACEs, but sets the bar for planning, innovation,
and action. 

JOIN THE
MOVEMENT
To heal Pennsylvania, we
need everyone to be a
part of a solution. The
Trauma-Informed PA
Plan is a comprehensive
strategy to include our
counties, communities,
neighborhoods,
businesses, and homes
in working together to
heal trauma. Your story
matters. Your
participation, ideas, and
values are valid,
important, and woven
into the colorful fabric of
our state. 

HEAL PA
H E A L I N G  -  E M P O W E R M E N T  -  A D V O C A C Y  -  L E A R N I N G  -  P R E V E N T I O N  -  A C T I O N  

OUR VALUES

Our values are: acceptance, equity, inclusion, resilience, safety, and
self-care.

To build trust, to connect, to be heard, and to be validated are basic
human needs. HEAL PA is a team of people that want to empower our
communities to heal our traumas. To help us to rebuild trust, to listen,
to reconnect, and to empower one another, so that we can improve
how our state approaches trauma. 

Find more information on HEAL PA and the Trauma-Informed PA Plan at:
https://www.governor.pa.gov/about/office-of-advocacy-and-reform/ and
https://www.acesconnection.com/g/pennsylvania-trauma-informed-network 


